A conserved sequence in the mouse variable T cell receptor alpha recombination signal sequence 23-bp spacer can affect recombination.
Although the V-gene segments coding for the TCR alpha and delta chains are mixed together in the alpha delta locus and are recombined by the same processes, some gene segments (TRAV) are rearranged only with TCR Jalpha gene segments, some (TRDV) only with TCR Ddelta gene segments and some (TRADV) with both. To date, no molecular signal is known that can characterize these three different types of gene segments. Studying the recombination signal sequences (RSS) of all mouse TCR V-gene segments we observed that 80% of the TRAV contain a palindrome sequence (CTGCAG) or its related variant CTGTAG in their 23-bp spacer. Using gel-shift assays we show that these sequences are specifically recognized by some nuclear proteins that are expressed by fresh thymocytes, fresh lymphocytes and tumor cells. Recombination assays on plasmid substrates in a pre-B cell line showed that RSS containing the CTGCAG sequence can impair recombination. From the protein fractions containing the CTGCAG-binding activity, three proteins were identified: G3BP1 (a nucleic-acid-binding protein with a proposed helicase activity) and two proteins from the high-mobility group (HMG) family--HMGB2 and HMGB3. We hypothesize that these proteins can affect recombination at the TCR alpha delta locus.